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1995 System Wiring Diagrams
Toyota - MR2

AIR CONDITIONING

Air Conditioning Circuits (1 of 2)
Air Conditioning Circuits (2 of 2)

ANTI-LOCK BRAKES

SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAMS
Anti-lock Brake Circuits

ANTI-THEFT
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1995 Toyota MR2
For Rse 555 Main Street Clarksville Va 2290
Anti-theft Circuit
2.0L Turbo, Computer Data Lines

2.2L
2.2L, Computer Data Lines
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2.2L, Computer Data Lines
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COOLING FAN

Cooling Fan Circuit
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CRUISE CONTROL

Cruise Control Circuit

DEFOGGERS
ELECTRONIC POWER STEERING

Electronic Power Steering Circuit

ENGINE PERFORMANCE

2.0L
2.0L Turbo, Engine Performance Circuits (1 of 2)
2.2L, Engine Performance Circuits, A/T (1 of 2)
2.2L, Engine Performance Circuits, A/T (2 of 2)
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2.2L, Engine Performance Circuits, M/T (1 of 2)
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2.2L, Engine Performance Circuits, M/T (2 of 2)
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS
Back-up Lamps Circuit
Exterior Lamps Circuit

GROUND DISTRIBUTION
Ground Distribution Circuit (3 of 3)
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HEADLIGHTS
Headlight Circuit
Horn Circuit

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
Instrument Cluster Circuit (1 of 2)
Instrument Cluster Circuit (2 of 2)
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INTERIOR LIGHTS
1995 Toyota MR2
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Power Antenna Circuit
Power Distribution Circuit (1 of 2)
Power Distribution Circuit (2 of 2)
Power Door Lock Circuit
Power Mirror Circuit
POWER WINDOWS

SHIFT INTERLOCKS
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STARTING/CHARGING

Charging Circuit
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Transmission Circuit

WARNING SYSTEMS